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ABSTRACT 

 

In slider fabrication manufacturing, there are many kind of machine which use to support 

production line and every time when we order the new machine is always facing with 

problem about machine miss requirement. It is major cause that effect to time and cost 

consumption for debugging these machines after investigate the root cause we found that 

communication between machine maker and user is not clarify because of basic of 

knowledge are different such as chemical engineer dealing with mechanical engineer, the 

effect from these problem are the cause to make the first prototype from machine maker 

cannot immediately implementation and it will take long time to resolve design then trial 

and error. 

 

In many step of machine design and development there is an essential need to show the 

model and principles in order to test and evaluation conceptual idea. In this situation the 

prototype model is built for transform the user requirement means process specification 

into machine specification. Thus, this research will be developing the modular prototype 

machine which easier for engineer and or frontline worker to play and learn with it in order 

to design the idea to become machine specification. The main goal with thesis, which 

include two benefits are time and cost saving due to the requirement between user and 

machine maker has been clarify by using modular prototype machine design to build the 

example physical prototype for communication with machine maker. This physical 

prototype was translated the verbal of user requirement to be physical thing then release 

the machine specification from this prototype. Normally, in phase of functional machine 

design the maker will try to understand verbal requirement from user but sometime it not 

enough information to design. Therefore, if the users can be made physical prototype by 

themselves it is better way to example for machine maker to following and avoid the trial 

and error in case of misunderstand then consequence is user can be shorten the time and 

lower cost for new machine order.  

 

Thus, the purpose of this thesis is try to improve the time and cost reduce by study the step 

to gathering the machine’s requirement before order the new machine by using the 

modular prototype machine design approach to make the physical prototype by user then 

evaluation and testing in order to avoid the over design machine price and reduce time 

consumption for machine delivery. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

In magnetic head recording manufacturing there are many process steps to produce the 

product and for these process step had different kind of machine to perform the different 

task on product requirement. The most important parameter for finish goods is a product 

quality and the success key for this role is machine’s function was designed to meet with 

product requirement.  

 

Nowadays, There are many machine maker which are serve the new machine for our 

manufacturing but almost of them still have a lot of problem about machine’s requirement 

that came from the communication between maker and user because of basically of 

knowledge, the effect from these problem are cause the company spend more budget for 

trial and error the prototype of new machine and take long period of time for implement 

the complete machine to production line. 

 

Thus, this thesis purpose to study the step to gathering the machine’s requirement before 

ordering the new machine by using the modular prototype machine design approach in 

order to avoid the machine’s expensive price and reduce time consumption for machine 

delivery . 

 

1.2 Statement of the Problems 

 

 The prototype machines around 80-90% are failed to archived performance of 

machine. 

 To spend long time at least 1-2 years to work with supplier to debug the system. 

 The prototype machine cannot change major design structure due to cost 

assumption. 

 To use uncompleted performance of machine to support mass production. 

 To loss capability of competitive on cost and time. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the Research 

 

To study modular prototype machine design approach for new automation machine 

specification in order to easier for user to evaluation their requirement with the physical 

prototype before generated machine’s requirement. 

 

1.4 Scope 

 

 The study will only focus on machine user requirement. 

 The modular prototype machine design for electronics industrial. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Automation design process 

Step to design the new machine are similar to another new product design procedure. It is 

depending on the individual personal definition, the almost common design step that 

always mention for new machine design are five step and ten step. The generic six step 

process design is the one theory that most common to refer (Figure 2.1).One of the 

important thing for designer engineer is how to define the machine functional to meet user 

requirement. It is process step to gathering information from end user then translated this 

requirement in term of none technical information to be technical information in order to 

convert this requirement to machine specification. The automation machine are different 

challenge from another product design because of one design machine may be the unique 

for only one manufacturing and cannot see this machine on the shelf market. Step to design 

automation machine sometime is closely dealing together between customers and designer 

because of time and cost limitation force them to get the best solution which are reasonable 

and try to eliminated trial and error due to in the past designer who had design the machine 

they are not well understood the manufacturing floor needed and also the person on 

manufacturing cannot transfer to clarify the requirement to designer as well and the effect 

after the new automation machine cannot serve the customers needed are the 

manufacturing will be spend a lot of budget for redesign and trial and error, time 

consumption for support product life cycle and in worst case the automation machine  

failure cannot implementation. For the general six steps process design is the most 

common that often mention by the design engineer who had to design the automation 

machine, this step is guide line for designer to short cut the way to get the design result 

with minimize the time consumption on about the prototype releasing to end user to 

validation before transfer the first mass machine into manufacturing floor. The great 

challenge for the design engineer there are delivery time for the new automation machine 

to end user and how to maximize the quality of machine such as little time for debugging 

the system and make the user to satisfy with the automation machine design. 

 

FIGURE 2.1 Generic six-step design processes. 
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2.2 Machine design procedure 

The machine design procedure is the step to build new machine. The almost common step 

it will be start from the drawing first then transform to the physical so that the user can be 

validate these design for make sure it will be meet their requirement then get the 

debugging result for improvement the next revision machine design. Meanwhile, there is 

revers step to machine design by using the physical model first then let the user to prove 

the requirement after finalize the conceptual then the design will be transform to drawing 

design later    

 

Step to design the machine it have no specific the procedure due to the variety of the 

requirement not be the same at all. The almost common machine design procedure and 

guidelines that designer use to gathering the result for prototype machine design as below 

steps 

 

 Initial problem statement: The initial problem statement is very importance for 

machine functional design this step is talking about user requirement and then list 

out the current problem and micro stepping that need to be use machine to perform 

the function. This statement should be clear about the detail in order to make short 

time for communicated with vendor to understand the same point. 

 

 Mechanisms selection: When you get the designing of machine and make it by 

drawing the next step is mechanisms selection this stage should be properly with 

requirement and reasonable with cost and time. Machine functional design is key 

concern with mechanisms selection.  

 

 Transmitted forces: Force analysis on about the transmitted parts that are 

component of machine in order to know the weakness of the design after this 

analysis we will be use this information to choose the properly part element. 

 

 Material analysis and selection: This step will be simulated machine functional in 

order to select material of machine component part and considering about load 

apply on element. 

 

 Machine element stress: After drawing design all machine component part need to 

be analysis and considering about forces acting on that part in order to appropriate 

selection their material and other factors that affect the strength of the machine 

calculate the allowable or design stress for the machine elements.  

 

 Machine element dimensional: Consideration about machine element dimension 

that concern with static and dynamic force acting on it. The size of machine 

element could be withstand and support when apply the load into it this dimension 

would be related with material selection as well.  

 

 Machine design experience: For the designer that have more experience about 

machine design they can use the personal knowledge base to judgment and verify 

some design element of machine compare with the past experience in order to short 

cut to the best design.  
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 Drawing release: After designing finish in term of the user requirement validation 

and part element analysis then before make the production the designer will be 

release the dimensional detail for all element of the machine. For this phase 

drawing of machine design should be clarify because of after drawing was release 

to production to make the physical parts.   

 

2.3   User requirements analysis 

Understanding user requirements is an integral part of information systems design and is 

critical to the success of interactive systems. It is now widely understood that successful 

systems and products begin with an understanding of the needs and requirements of the 

users. As specified in the ISO 13407 standard (ISO, 1999), user-centred design begins with 

a thorough understanding of the needs and requirements of the users. The benefits can 

include increased productivity, enhanced quality of work, reductions in support and 

training costs, and improved user satisfaction. Requirements analysis is not a simple 

process. Particular problems faced by the analyst are: 

 Addressing complex organizational situations with many stakeholders 

 Users and designers thinking along traditional lines, reflecting the current system 

and processes, rather than being innovative  

 Users not knowing in advance what they want from the future system (Olphert & 

Damodaran, 2002) 

 Rapid development cycles, reducing the time available for user needs analysis 

 Representing user requirements in an appropriate form 

This paper considers how these problems can be addressed by selecting appropriate 
methods to support the process of user requirements generation and validation. It describes 
each method briefly and shows how it contributes to the requirements process.The basis for 
the application of different user requirements methods is a simple process as shown in 
Figure 2.2 below encompassing 4 elements: 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.2 General processes for user requirements analysis. 
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2.4   Towards cyclic fabrication system 

The proposed an architecture for a modular robotic system that implements a cyclic 

fabrication system. The system is intended for use as a general-purpose manufacturing 

system, with the special feature that it can self-reconfigure and self-replicate. Some of the 

unique problems encountered in design of self-replicating machines were addressed. All of 

these problems arise due to the coupling between robot and what it makes - the robot 

cannot be designed independently of its “product”. Several proof-of-principle experiments 

supported the feasibility of the cyclic fabrication system. A primary factor in selecting the 

processes for the CFS is ease of use in the laboratory. While the exact processes chosen 

may not be practical for making machines that operate in the “real-world” we argue that 

the results are useful for several reasons. First, the processes investigated serve as proxies 

for industrial processes. Design principles uncovered during investigation may be applied 

to more common methods of manufacturing, for example machine able ceramics and 

aluminum casting might be used in place of wax and Cerro shield with minor 

modifications to the basic design of the production cycle. Second, the products generated 

by the production system as-is may be useful in certain applications, just as the objects 

built by commercial rapid prototyping devices have found use in certain applications, 

despite a limited selection of materials to work with. 

 

FIGURE 2.3 Concept of a large-scale automated cyclic fabrication system. 

 

2.5  Modular prototype in the design process. 

This paper is study about the prototype which use for clarify the requirement between 

designer and user by using the prototype model to evaluated and simulation customer 

needed then use this model to communication with machine builder to reference and 

validation before generated machine specification  . 

The prototype there are many kind depending on the step to build these prototype, for this 

study is classify prototype of machine into two kind the first one is physical prototype this 

kind build from the physical things first then testing and evaluation with this until satisfy 

the result after that release into CAD system and the second one is virtual prototype this is 
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built with CAD system first then simulation on CAD system if testing result was passed 

the real prototype would be build. 

Physical prototype can be make from on the shelf standard part then let engineer to play 

and learning with this model in order to prove conceptual design and evaluation. After 

conceptual testing was accept then CAD system would be transform and release 

specification for machine manufacturing. This set of physical prototype cans 

reconfiguration.   

As a conclusion, to lower the costs and shorten the time for building prototypes, careful 

planning and new methods such as a modular prototype system, a Mechano, can be used. 

 

FIGURE 2.4 Prototypes in the design process. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL AND METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Methodology 

 

The main goal of this thesis will study about machine specification improvement by using 

modular prototype machine design tools to clarify user requirement. Following as the 

picture 3.1 show the modular prototype machine design approach steps to gathering 

machine specification when the manufacturing would like to transform manual process to 

automation process. It use for convert manual process requirement to be machine 

automation design specification and using this method to communicated and validate with 

machine designer in order to clarify the requirement. 

   

 

 
 

FIGURE 3.1 New design approaches with modular prototype. 

 

 

The proposed work will be involved as follow; 

 

 Study about time to get machine specification by using modular prototype machine 

design tools then comparison with current design approach. 

o The result of this study will be measurement by time improvement in term 

of how to shorten time for gathering machine specification. Current base 

line for this process is 12 weeks.  
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3.2 Step of experiment. 

 

The modular prototype machine design approaches is use for gathering the detail of user 

requirement for dealing with machine designer and or machine maker by using physical 

prototype which was made by none technical person to practices this activity under 

technical person assistance (Lab scale prototype) then use model as the protocol to 

communication with technical person such as machine designer in order to avoid the over 

design cost from unclear requirement between user and machine maker. Because of, in the 

past the requirement from user is just the verbal requirement only this consequence make 

the machine designer take a lot of imagine to understanding the verbal requirement 

(Process specification) in term of technical data like a machine specification. But it’s not 

enough information for machine designer which had never working in process front line 

that why they will be over design for some case that not clarify all of this problem are 

different basic skill to communicated for both side problem. The procedure to using the 

modular prototype machine design as following the illustration picture as below. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.2 Modular prototype design using procedure. 
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There are five steps to experiment in order to prove the modular prototype design approach 

can be short the time to validate machine specification from manufacturing person. 

 

3.2.1  Find expert skill person from production floor. 

 

For this step we will try to observation and find expert skill from the production line. The 

expert skill mean that the person who had more experience with their job and the reason 

why we select them for this experiment because of the expert skill person know well about 

how to good practices with working process in order to avoid the defect that why working 

result from them is high quality then if we can make everybody in the production floor to 

working like these expert skill overall product quality will be high and stable as well. This 

is main reason for find and select expert skill person to practices and transform their skill 

into the modular prototype machine design tools. 

 

3.2.2  Let the expert skill person to transform their unique skill into modular prototype 

design. 

 

After we can find expert skill person from the production line then we will let them to 

cooperated with the technical assistance person (Internal company technical expert person) 

because of the expert skill person not have technical skill such as vision and motion 

programming to help them to build the functional of modular prototype to be same as 

expert skill person working procedure. The recipe of micro step working process will 

create by the expert skill person then transform this recipe to modular prototype design by 

technical assistance person. When finish the modular prototype design we will use the first 

physical prototype to evaluation with micro step of working process. 

 

3.2.3  To simulation the modular prototype which designed by expert skill person to 

perform functional at production line. 

 

When the first physical prototype which was build up from modular prototype this is just 

LAB scale module prototype use for prove the concept and evaluation before release out 

machine specification. The step to prove the concept and evaluation will be simulation this 

prototype to working like an expert skill person working procedure it must be the same 

result with expert skill person working. This step may be take many times to adjust the 

design of modular prototype in order to make sure the result after evaluation will be at least 

equal or better the result which we use to comparison between modular prototype and 

existing working process is product yields.  

 

3.2.4  Measurement the modular prototype evaluation result by product yields 

comparison with existing method. 

 

The modular prototype design must be validate by compare the product yields between 

modular prototypes and existing method. This step we will implement the modular 

prototype to perform the function following the expert skill person teaching the recipe with 

the production line then get product yield data. If the result shows that modular prototype 

get better product yields result mean that this prototype created less defect and get higher 

product quality then we will use this prototype to be master for release out machine 

specification for machine make. If not good result, we will try to adjust and re design the 

modular prototype until get better result and then release machine specification.  
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3.2.5  Convert modular prototype machine design to be machine specification. 

 

When the modular prototype was passed the qualify and validation with production line 

then we will use this prototype to be the master model to communication with machine 

designer in order to get machine specification in this step machine designer from outside 

company must be following the functional of this prototype only it is critical design have 

testing and prove the concept already not allow to change the functional of this. Because of 

the modular prototype it is just only LAB scale prototype might not be properly with mass 

production machine maker must be full fill in this weakness as well. The step to convert 

modular prototype machine to be machine specification we will break through all 

prototype functional and readout specification step by step and use this information to 

dealing with machine maker and force them to under this requirement not over design due 

to the first prototype being qualify already they just following this prototype and make the 

new machine design for rigidity and reliably for mass production. 

 

3.3 The modular prototype machine design approaches. 

 

The modular prototype machine design approaches is a set of physical standard tools 

which are flexible to configuration and reconfiguration following the requirement of 

designer. The group of modular prototype machine design can be dividing to four 

categories.  

 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3.3 Modular prototype machine design component set. 

        

3.3.1  Modular fixture. 

 

Modular fixturing components are designed to be versatile and interchangeable to a 

number of different applications. They provide quick application changeover without 

sacrificing accuracy when holding a work piece in place. Unlike dedicated fixturing, a 

modular work holding system is comprised of many interchangeable components that 

allow flexibility when designing custom fixtures from one application to the next. The 
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modular system can be used with other modular fixturing devices or independently with 

existing tooling to immediately increase productivity while reducing setup times and 

fixture costs. Modular fixturing components include items such as 

 

 Grid plate 

                                  
 

FIGURE 3.4 Grid plate. 

 Tooling blocks 

                                           
 

FIGURE 3.5 Tooling blocks. 

 

 

 Versatile magnetic stand 

 
 

FIGURE 3.6 Versatile magnetic stand. 

 

 Adjustable stops 

     
 

FIGURE 3.7 Adjustable stop. 
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 Aluminum profile  

                                          
 

FIGURE 3.8 Aluminum profile. 

 

3.3.2  Actuator and sensor. 

 

An actuator is a type of motor that is responsible for moving or controlling a mechanism or 

system. It is operated by a source of energy, typically electric current, hydraulic fluid 

pressure, or pneumatic pressure, and converts that energy into motion. The kind of actuator 

which use for modular prototype machine design can be classified by energy source such 

as pneumatic actuator, electrical actuator and mechanical actuator. 

 

 
               Linear actuator   Rotary actuator         Air gripper actuator 

 

FIGURE 3.9 Pneumatics actuator. 

 

 

                             
 

                 Linear servo actuator                                               Stepping motor  

 

 FIGURE 3.10 Electrical actuator. 
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        Flexible coupling    Planetary gear                            Belt and pulley  

 

FIGURE 3.11 Transmission parts. 

 

Sensor is a device that responds to a physical stimulus (as heat, light, sound, pressure, 

magnetism, or a particular motion) and transmits a resulting impulse (as for measurement 

or operating a control) .The kind of sensor which use for modular prototype machine 

design are, proximity sensor, pressure sensor and thermal sensor. 

   
 

FIGURE 3.12 Sensors. 

 

3.3.3 Vision module. 

 

Vision module is a set of smart vision camera system which uses to perform function of 

inspection and detection. This set consist of camera and processing unit it’s easy to 

understand and quick to configure, with a unique built in suite of communications 

capabilities for easy integration with any PLC, robot, HMI or manufacturing system. 

 

                                   
 

FIGURE 3.13 Vision module. 
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3.3.4 Application. 

 

Application means the solution with came out from the ideas which generated from 

modular prototype machine module in order to prove the conceptual before make order 

new machine. It’s look like a tools box for everyone which have no technical skill about 

machine design but they are skill expert working experience in front line can play and 

learn how to design the properly functional for new machine requirement . 

 

3.4 When the modular prototype machine design approaches should be use? 

 

Before, The new machine being designed the first important thing should be done is 

machine functional requirement. Therefore, When we need to transform none technical 

skill from expert operator or worker which have more skill working experience to be 

technical requirement in order to input the clarify information for new machine functional 

design. This is a time to use modular prototype machine design approaches. 

 

3.5  Where the modular prototype machine design approaches should be use? 

 

In the production area which have to migration from manual to automation manufacturing. 

For this study we use the slider fabrication lapping process area for case study. 

 

3.6  Why the modular prototype machine design approaches should be use? 

 

In the past, Almost new machine arrived to the manufacturing plant cannot implement 

immediately because of some of machine’s functional is not meet the requirement. Then 

machine maker will be spend long time at least 1-2 years to debug the system in order to 

make it fit with user requirement and during this period time the additional requirement  

still fill in from the user it’s “endless requirement effect ”. As above mention, there are 

common problem which occur during stage of machine design the first problem is machine 

maker cannot understand well about micro step of process design and lack some 

information from user. Another problem is come from the user side before generated the 

machine requirement they have no simulation about step of functional of machine due to 

it’s difficult to make the physical prototype for their evaluation then after communication 

between machine maker and user they cannot understand in the same point . Therefore, the 

modular prototype machine design approaches should be used for this case so that make 

easier for everyone can build prototype machine for evaluation the idea and testing 

conceptual before release out machine’s specification in order to improvement cost saving 

in term of machine redesign  and machine  implement time consumption for support 

manufacturing. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Modular prototype machine design approach for manufacturing. 

 

In many situation in machine design development there is a need to show the model and 

principles in order to test and evaluation conceptual idea. In this situation the prototype 

model is built for transform the user requirement means process specification into machine 

specification. Thus, this research will be developing the modular prototype machine for 

engineer and or frontline worker to play and learn with it in order to design the idea to 

become machine specification. Following picture 4.1 it is design step between current 

machine design approach and modular prototype machine design approach show that 

current design approach has many process steps to gathering machine specification refer to 

literature review of “Stephen J. Derby, Design of automatic machinery, Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute Troy, New York, USA, 2006” and “Martin Maguire and Nigel Bevan, 

User requirements analysis, Research School in Ergonomics and Human Factors 

Loughborough University, UK, 2002” it take a lot of time to communicated and validate 

with machine designer in order to clarify the requirement. This thesis will be study about 

the methodology for achieve shorten the time to gathering machine specification from user 

by using modular prototype design methodology. This method will be make the physical 

prototype by user to evaluation and testing before contact with machine maker this 

approach refer to literature review “Lars Wallentin and Sören Andersson, A Mechano for 

Education, Research and Product Development, Machine Elements, Department of 

Machine Design Royal Institute of Technology, KTH,1999 and “Matthew S. Moses, 

Hiroshi Yamaguchi, Gregory S. Chirikjian, Towards cyclic fabrication systems for 

modular robotics and rapid manufacturing, Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Whiting School of Engineering, Johns Hopkins University,2009” 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.1 Machine design step comparison. 
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4.2 A case study (new machine design for adhesive tape debond at lapping 

process) 

  

This study will be prove how to make benefit from the concept of modular prototype 

design approach in case of delivery time improvement for new machine order and 

reasonable cost.  

 

4.2.1  Lapping adhesive tape debond process background 

 

In magnetic head manufacturing, the lapping process is critical for controlling the row bar 

dimension, a key concern in fly height performance. To enable the lapping process, the 

row bar is bonded to the row tool fixture with adhesive tape. When lapping is completed, 

the row bar needs to be detached from the fixture. The contemporary method for doing this 

is to use tweezers to peel off the adhesive tape. However, we have found this to sometimes 

cause damage to the row bar.  

    

4.2.2  What is the problem?  

 

As background mention the problem is product damage during adhesive tape debond due 

to we cannot control individual skill of operator to be same as the standards working 

procedure. 

 

4.2.3  What is the company want?  

 

The company want to minimize the defect rate during adhesive tape debond process and 

standardize the method by using the machine to perform adhesive tape debond function 

instead of manual working by operator. 

 

4.3 Modular prototype design experiment steps and result. 

 

This step is explained about how to build the modular prototype by expert skill person. It 

will be show step by step following the item as below. 

4.3.1 Find expert skill person from production floor. (Micro step of adhesive tape debond 

process) 

 

This is current working procedure which we have break through the details into micro-step 

in order to study the motion of working. Following the motion sequence as below picture it 

has totally eight steps If we take observation on every micro step will found that the 

operators was directly contact with the sensitive row bar by using tweezers it’s risk for 

broken row bar defect. For this step we was selected expert skill person who have eight 

years’ experience on this process to practices and build the modular prototype with under 

help from technical assistance person     
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FIGURE 4.2 Micro step of adhesive tape debond process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operator pick up fixture load into pulse heat station 

Soften the adhesive tape be debond by pulse heat  

Holding the row bar by vacuum clamp on top position 

To catch up adhesive tape by tweezers 

Manual pull out adhesive tape from fixture 

Release row bar after debond by vacuum ejector 

Handling row bar after vacuum ejector by tweezers 

Put row bar in properly output tray  
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4.3.2  Let the expert skill person to transform their unique skill into modular prototype 

design. 

 

After study micro step of adhesive tape debond process, the product quality is depend on 

the worker skill. At this step we have seek the best practice person (Exert skill) for 

transform their skill into modular prototype machine design set. The reason why we must 

to selected the expert skill person for this study because of them already have good 

practices by daily prove and debugging on micro step working that mean if we are 

following their skill the result would be same as expert perform as well. This is short cut 

time for directly gathering the machine design requirement from real user. When selected 

the exert skill person and then let them using modular prototype set to simulation and 

design the prototype machine which had the motion like their working skill such as motion 

speed and time for every micro step working with under help of technical assistance 

person. 

 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.3 Modular prototype design transform procedure. 
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The design result after let none technical person to do evaluation the idea and transfer their 

skill into the modular prototype set. Following the figure 4.4 as below are step to 

simulation the skill of expert person to the physical modular prototype refer to manual 

operated working. Explain by step to step  

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.4 Step to design physical prototype machine by none technical person. 

 

The first step, the expert skill person were try to designed the logistic of fixture start from 

pulse heat station until debond station by using linear cylinder for this movement.The 

second step, the expert skill person designed new method to debond adhesive tape out from 

slider row bar and fixture by using needle to pierce on adhesive tape then pull out instead 

of tweezers grip on the adhesive tape.The third step, the expert skill person transforms the 

best practice on about adhesive tape pulling direction and speed.The fourth step, this is 

combination of complete set of adhesive tape debond that practices on first step until third 

step.The fifth step, this step is handling of row bar after it was debond from adhesive tape 

the expert skill person use the linear actuator to perform this step.The sixth step, this is 

design for output tray position for contain row bar after debond.The seventh step, the 

complete set of handling row bar after adhesive tape debond this set is use for pick and 

place the row bar from debond station to output tray.The final step, this is complete 

physical prototype machine design which was build up from the expert skill person it can 

be perform the function same as expert skill person. 

 

 

1 

2 
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FIGURE 4.5 The first physical prototype machine by none technical person. 

 

In the modular prototype machine’s operation flow, as illustrated by the figure 4.5, as a 

first step we load the row bar fixture tool into the machine, and then we move it to the 

vacuum clamp position. After the vacuum clamp is on the row bar, the needle is going to 

pierce the adhesive tape. Then we use the needle to pull the adhesive tape out from the row 

bar fixture. When the tape is being peeled off, a swing arm motor is used to transfer the 

tape from the needle to a rotary tape keeper. The row bar is then lifted from the fixture via 

vacuum. Finally, we move the row bar to the vertical tray and drop it into the tray slot. 
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4.3.3  To simulation the modular prototype which designed by expert skill person to 

perform functional at production line. 

 

When the physical prototype machine was done then its design would be prove by testing 

with the real situation same as normal operator working in order to make sure the result are 

right and better. Following evaluation flow as figure 4.6 it’s need to compare the 

performance between manual adhesive tape debond and modular prototype machine by 

pass the sample row bar with bonding fixture to both of debond process then measure the 

defect rate after adhesive tape debond . 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.6 Evaluation flow. 

 

Refer to manual adhesive tape debond process the broken of row bar defect during 

debonding is running around 0.39% it’s the baseline to compare with modular prototype 

machine evaluation. In case of sample row bar for modular prototype machine evaluation 

will use thinner thickness of row bar (2.5 mil.) than normal manual process (7 mil.) that 

mean it’s easier to break than normal. In order to make confidential about the modular 

prototype machine conceptual. Therefore we will use the thinner thickness row bar to 

prove the conceptual if have no any broken bar found during debonding with thinner 

thickness row bar then when it testing with the normal row bar will not be found broken 

bar as well due to it’s stronger than thinner thickness row bar. 
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FIGURE 4.7 Thinner thickness row bar. 

 

4.3.3  Measurement the modular prototype evaluation result by product yields comparison 

with existing method. 

 

The result after evaluation by using the modular prototype machine to perform the debond 

function same as manual operator working the data show that modular prototype machine 

have no any broken row bar damage during machine test evaluation with 6138 sample row 

bar following the figure 4.8 by adhesive debond yield is 100% while manual operation is 

99.61%   

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.8 Modular prototype machine evaluation result. 

 

 
 

Table 4.1 Broken row bar defect data. 
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The conclusion in term of functional prove with compare with normal process operation 

show that modular prototype machine which build up by expert skill person show better 

broken row bar defect result. 

  

4.3.3  Convert modular prototype machine design to be machine specification. 

 

After the modular prototype machine was prove the conceptual with production line and 

the evaluation result was agree and approved by  front line person then the user 

requirement for new machine are generated and convert to machine specification as below 

table. This requirement was release by refer to step by step of functional of the modular 

prototype machine    

 

 
 

Table 4.2 Machine specification. 
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4.4 Cost and time saving for new machine order. 

 

In the past, we have many problem about new machine design order is not meet the user 

requirement due to not clarify information between user and machine maker. Following 

the picture 4.9 the current approach which we are follow up the step to order new machine 

from this method we will lose time in phase of gathering user requirement around 3-6 

months and the first prototype machine which were build up by machine maker at least 

12-24 months. The totally time delivery for new machine order is 2.5 years at least. 

Mention to the problem of current approach, this thesis was study about the new approach 

for improvement time and cost saving by using modular prototype design machine set to 

transform user requirement into physical modular prototype then let the front line person 

to evaluation in order to make confidential on design approach. After case study and 

evaluation with this approach we are gain about time for gathering the user requirement 

from 3-6 months remains 1-2 week for generated the machine requirement and 3-6 

months for the first prototype from machine maker site. 

  

 
 

FIGURE 4.9 Machine design time improvement. 

 

The result in term of time and cost saving for this case study showing by the picture 4.10 

for this approach can save machine delivery time and cost compare with the previous 

machine order at the same process trials. We can reduce time line for each step of machine 

design procedure such as machine requirement specification can finished within 2 weeks 

and first prototype machine from machine maker can delivery to user within 6 months and 

overall of time spending for the new machine design approach are 26 weeks while the time 

spending for current approach are 78 weeks and machine cost down from 150KUS$ to 

30KUS$.  
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FIGURE 4.10 Modular prototype machine design compare with current approach. 

 

4.5 The first prototype by machine maker. 

 

This is the first prototype machine design from machine maker which following the design 

of modular prototype design approach it can delivery to user within 26 weeks and return on 

investment for this machine is 0.77 year . 

 

 

                              
 

FIGURE 4.11 Prototype by machine maker. 

 
Project Name

Q1'14 Q2'14 Q3'14 Q4'14 Q1'15

Volume (K Sld)/Qtr 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

% Defect improvement 0.20% 0.20% 0.20% 0.20% 0.20%

Slider Saving (K Sld) 28 28 28 28 28

Cost (USD)/Slider $0.40 $0.36 $0.35 $0.31 $0.31 

Saving/Qtr $11.20 $10.00 $9.88 $8.81 $8.61 

Cumulative Saving $11.20 $21.20 $31.08 $39.89 $48.50 

CAR Investment (K) $30.00 

ROI (Year) 0.77

Automatic mechanical debond

 
 

Table 4.3 Return on investment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1  Conclusion 

 

The study of modular prototype machine design approach which are combine all module of 

standard part with modular fixture set in order to make it easy for everyone who would like 

to make the first physical prototype machine and validate machine functional design 

conceptual in order to make sure user requirement before release machine specification to 

machine maker . Refer to case study which using the new approach for new machine order 

the main advantage of this study is time and cost saving when compare with the 

conventional approach.       
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